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1. Introduction
Whereas in the late '70's and during most of the '80's, many phonologists
attempted to analyse tonal processes by paying particular attention to the
formulation and ordering of sometimes unnecessarily complex and numerous
rules, more recent approaches have shifted away from this emphasis and aim
rather at establishing principles from which the tonal behaviour of morphemes
can be predicted. The approach in terms of domains which we adopt here follows
many of the assumptions generally found in the literature (mostly since Selkirk's
1986 seminal work) on the non-congruence between syntactic and prosodic
domains, the phonologist's task being to identify the mechanisms by which
prosodic domains are parsed out of (or overlapping with) syntactic domains.
Since it is not our aim here to enter the general theoretical discussion (as it has
been stimulatingly presented in such works as, for instance, Inkelas and Zec
(eds.) 1990), we will concentrate on examining tonal data from a particularly
interesting and ambiguous language, i.e. Galwa, a Bantu language spoken i n
Gabon and labelled B 11c in Malcolm Guthrie's Bantu classification. We take our
lead from Kisseberth's domain-based analysis of Tsonga tone (Kisseberth, 1994),
to which we refer for more details on the approach.
The outline of the paper is as follows : after a brief survey of the principles of
domain formation, we will examine in turn the tonal behaviour of nominals,
adjectives and verbs; we will devote a special section on what we call the definite
tone pattern; and we will try to summarise the various types of phrases leading to
the constitution of prosodic domains in the language.
2. Principles of domain formation
In accordance with what was said in the Introduction, we will limit ourselves
here to the briefest exposition of principles. It being understood that domains i n
general represent strings of material enclosed by limits of a certain sort, we will
distinguish two types of domains in Galwa: prosodic domains (in short Pdomains) and high-tone domains (in short H-domains). P-domains are derived
from the syntactic structure, although as will be seen below, they are of quite
restricted syntactic membership. A P-domain comprises one or several H-

domains; it can comprise a string of non-H syllables at either of its margins, but
not between H-domains. H-domains comprise only H-tone syllables. Successive
H-domains within the same P-domain are demarcated by downstep. In case Hdomains belonging to two different P-domains should happen to be adjacent,
they need not be thus demarcated.
Domains are bounded by left ('[') and right (']') brackets, appropriately situated
at left and right edges of domains respectively. Since there are two types of
domains, brackets should properly be indexed accordingly, but since we will
seldom introduce examples comprising several P-domains only H-domains will
be marked by brackets. Two adjacent P-domains, as we will refer to them from
time to time, will be indicated only with the following symbol (…) to separate
them. We will not otherwise mark their left or right boundaries. So for example,
the phrase ﬁo§l&a nt&oçﬁolo "buy pepper"1 consists of one P-domain and one Hdomain, the first and last two syllables of the P-domain not being included in the
H-domain, whereas i§nt&oçﬁolo … §s&odûç ‘all the peppers’, comprises two Pdomains and two H-domains and §ndzOﬁ&On&Kç !§mp&oçlo ‘big hen’ one P-domain
and two H-domains.
3. Tone in Galwa
Many Bantu languages are known for their elaborate tonal systems, with
spreading of H tones onto non-H syllables, and general change of the tonal profile
of a word in relation to its position in the sentence. Galwa is rather less subject to
syntactic constraints than some other languages, but at the same time offers some
amazing contrasts and neutralisations which are certainly outstanding in Bantu
tonology.
We will first present the tone of noun stems and the way they interact with
other words. We ought to point out from the start that Galwa makes a
fundamental distinction between indefinite and definite forms of the noun, this
being signalled only by tonal means. We will for the time being limit ourselves
to the tone of nouns in their indefinite form and tackle the definite later.
3.1. It is obvious at first glance that lexical tone in Galwa is rather restricted :
apart from the fact that verbal radicals do not exhibit any tonal distinctiveness
(on which see more below), noun (and adjective) stems offer the following
patterns
1

High tones are marked with an acute accent thus (&a), falling tones with a circumflex (â) and

low tones are unmarked (a). Downstep, i.e. key-lowering of a H respective to a previous H, is
represented with a raised exclamation-mark before the syllable concerned (!&a).

3.1.1. Monosyllabic stems : all are H2
o-ﬁ&a ‘chief’
mbw&a ‘dog(s)’
a-l&a ‘tall ones (cl. 2 or 6)’ i-ﬁ&a ‘forest’
3.1.2. Disyllabic stems : four patterns are observed
- a) no H
Ngozo ‘parrot(s)’
o-ﬁaNga ‘traditional doctor’
ndzOﬁu ‘elephant(s)’
i-wumu ‘abdomen’
- b) H on the second syllable
Ngow&a ‘bush-pig(s)’
Nomb&a ‘porcupine(s)’

a-ﬁal&&K ‘oil’
am-En&E ‘other ones (cl. 6)’

- c) H on both syllables
Nk&Em&a ‘monkey(s)’
∫&ol&o ‘big ones (cl. 8)’

o-mpéndé ‘leg’
o-n&omé ‘husband’

- d) H on the first syllable, falling on the second
o-ﬁ&umâ ‘manioc’
e-k&urû ‘owl’
i-l&asâ ‘orange’
mw-&antô ‘woman’
3.1.3. Trisyllabic stems : three patterns only
- a) no H
e-∫ElEsE ‘head-scarf’ Ngobele ‘domestic pig(s)’
- b) H on all syllables
nt&oﬁ&ol&o ‘pepper(s)’

o-t&aNg&an&K ‘European’

- c) H on penult, falling on final
ndzOﬁ&On^K ‘hen(s)’

i-∫al&aNgô ‘duck’

There are thus far fewer patterns than expected, particularly for monosyllabic
(no H-less stems) and trisyllabic stems (3 patterns only instead of nine possible i n
an unrestricted tone system); but even disyllabic stems which do exhibit four
patterns lack the expected HL3.
3.2. The tonal structure of disyllabic and trisyllabic H stems4 in Galwa can be
represented thus:

NkEma
H
2

oﬁuma
HH

For the sake of clarity, we present here stems separated by a hyphen from their class prefix;

this practice will not be found outside this section.
3

Practically all Common Bantu HL stems surface as HH in Galwa. Note that in Galwa “L” is

short for “non-H”.
4

We take monosyllabic stems to be non-problematic (1 syllable, 1 H)

Ngowa
H

ntoﬁolo

ndzOﬁOni

H

H H

Why do we consider the stems Nk&Em&a and nt&oﬁ&ol&o to be linked to a single H
each, whereas oﬁ&umâ and ndzOﬁ&On^K are multiply linked ? The reason is that the
characteristic falling tone (FT) contour appearing on the final syllable of the latter
two is always conditioned in Galwa by the effect of two successive H tones. This
can be easily demonstrated by attaching the proclitic locative element ﬁ&o to some
of the undoubtedly single H stems mentioned in 3.1. :
mbw&a > ﬁ&o mbwâ ‘on a dog’
Ngow&a > ﬁ&o Ng&owâ ‘on a bush pig’
As can be noticed from these examples the H spreads from the clitic to the
following nominal changing the H on the final syllable into a FT. (We will
examine in a moment the exact modalities of tone spreading and their
interaction with domains).
The presence of two underlying H in stems with final FT is further confirmed
by the fact that, when final in its P-domain, the FT remains even where a single
H is deleted; compare :

ﬁol&a &al&a!sâ: buy oranges (phonetically §ﬁol &al&a!sâç)5
ﬁola alasa
H

HH

ﬁol&e Nk&Ema : buy a monkey
ﬁole NkEma
H

H

The lack of trisyllabic LLH stems, parallel to LH stems such as

Ngow&a may

appear surprising, but the wide variability in Galwa nominal tone patterns which
will be detailed below makes it likely that coalescence of patterns has occurred i n
5

Elision always occurs between two adjacent vowels, even across otherwise strong syntactic

boundaries

the history of the language. It is in any case well attested also in the neighbouring
and closely related Nkomi and Mpongwe dialects.
3.3. What is of real interest in Galwa nominal tonology is the way tones of
different words interact with one another. Contrasting with many Bantu
languages where P-domains, without coinciding with syntactic groups,
nevertheless do overlap with these to a lesser or greater degree (cf. Philippson,
1992; Odden, 1996, for illustrations), P-domains in Galwa are highly restricted;
they generally coincide with noun phrases consisting of a noun followed by a
single determiner or qualifier; it is notable that verbal words do not form a Pdomain with their subject, which is expected from the behaviour of many other
Bantu languages, but neither do they form a domain with their direct object,
except when the final syllable of the verb is linked to the only H tone of the
verbal word !
Furthermore, P-domains will be broken down into one or several H-domains
where the H-donors interact according to principles which seem complex but
would appear to follow a maximisation of binarity, i.e. whereas a P-domain
comprising five potential H donors can divide into two groups of H-domains
covering either the first two donors followed by the next three or vice-versa, a Pdomain comprising four H donors must break down into two groups of 2 Hdonors each, and so must a domain with six H donors6 break down into three
groups (for examples see 3.4.2. below).
We will illustrate the mechanisms of domain formation by looking at noun
phrases; among these, several always demand that their head noun be in the
definite tonal pattern which we haven’t yet introduced. We will thus focus o n
constructions with the indefinite nominal pattern, mostly those coinciding with
noun phrases of the shape Noun + Adj.
3.4. Adjectives (including the numerals from 1 to 5) exhibit the following tonal
shapes in their lexical form : LL (e.g. -aNgo ‘small’, -mOri ‘one’ or -wani ‘two’),
HH (e.g. -∫&ol&o ‘big’) and HF (e.g. -n&ay^K ‘four’). Monosyllabic adjectival stems are
of course H (-∫y&a ‘good, beautiful’, -pé ‘short’, -l&a ‘long’) as are monosyllabic
noun stems. (It is a curious fact that we haven’t found in our corpus any LH
adjective and this absence might be linked to an alternation in tonal pattern of
adjectives in their definite form that we’ll take up again below).
3.4.1. When an all-L nominal precedes any adjective, the tonal shape of the
latter is in no way affected:
6

Or more precisely 5 H donors and a first stem syllable, for which see below.

LL noun + LL adjective: Ngozo WaNgo ‘small parrot(s)’7
LL noun + HH adjective: ndzOﬁu mp&ol&o ‘big elephant(s)’
LL noun + HF adjective: aﬁaNga an&ay^K ‘four medicine-men
LL noun + H adjective: Ngozo mby&a ‘beautiful parrot(s)’
with LLL nouns: e∫ElEsE e∫&ol&o ‘big head-scarf’ etc.
On the other hand, if the preceding nominal contains at least one H, the tonal
pattern of the adjective will change:
LH noun + LL adjective: Ngow&a W&aNg&o ‘small bush-pig(s)’
LH noun + HH adjective: Nomb&a mp&olo ‘big porcupine(s)
LH noun + H adjective: aﬁal&K &ambyâ ‘good oil’
These changes are entirely parallel to what we saw above in 3.2., concerning
the spreading of a H tone onto a following H within the same P-domain, thus
creating a H-domain; the end of the H-domain coincides with the syllable linked
to the second H, thus:

Ngow&a mp&olo ‘big pig(s)’
Ngowa mpolo
H

H

The first H spreads onto the second, deleting it in the process, since it is final i n
its P-domain (we’ll see later that a H which signals the end of its H-domain but
not of its P-domain is not deleted, but lowered; deletion can in fact be considered
as absolute lowering). In the case of a final H, linked to the last syllable of the
domain, delinking is indicated by a falling tone:

Ngow&a ndâ ‘tall pig(s)’8
Ngowa nda
H

7

H

There is in principle no difference in the segmental shape of the prefixes of classes 9 (singular)

and 10 (plural) hence the indeterminacy in the translation. It should be noted however that class 10
could be indicated by prefixing

i- to the

noun or the adjective or both (thus

iNgozo iWaNgo). This is most frequent - although

iNgozo WaNgo

or

still optional - with definite forms but is by no

means unknown with the indefinite.
8 Since L

tones do not appear in structural forms, we assume that the delinking of a H from t h e

final syllable of any word before pause will be phonetically interpreted as a falling tone.

In the case of all-L adjectives, the H of the nominal spreads to the final syllable
in the case of a disyllabic stem:

Nomb&a mb&an&K ‘two porcupines’
Nomba mbani
H
We would very much like to know whether a preceding H would always
spread to the final syllable of a following all-L word. We unfortunately are not
aware of any trisyllabic LLL adjective, but a LLL nominal preceded by a H
preposition will do just as well:
ﬁ&o é∫&ElEsE ‘on a head-scarf’
ﬁ&o Ng&obele ‘on a pig’
or even, with an LLLL nominal stem:
ﬁ&o és&OsONgOlO ‘on a swallow (bird)’
We see here that the H-domain opened by the H will find its limit on the first
stem syllable; which follows from the well-attested principle that such syllables
are always followed by a right boundary, and so necessarily signal the end of a Hdomain9:

§ﬁo e∫EçlEsE, §ﬁo Ngoçbele, §ﬁo esOçsONgOlO
The behaviour of two-syllable LL stems is thus deviant and a rule must be
proposed for such stems, removing the right boundary altogether, when the
word is final in its P-domain10.
Ngo§wa WaNgo, No§mba mbani or also §ﬁo Ngozo ‘on a parrot’
realised ﬁ&o Ng&oz&o
In the same vein, an optional rule transforms the expected - and attested - ﬁ&o
Ng&owâ ‘on a pig’ into ﬁ&o Ng&owa, with deletion of the right stem boundary in the
first case: §ﬁo Ngowaç and retention of the stem boundary but deletion of the
final H in the second §ﬁo Ngoçwa.
3.4.2. What now of P-domains consisting of several donor H ? We have such
configurations arising either from a nominal with a single H preceding a HF
adjective, or vice-versa; we find the following examples11:
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This principle is widely attested among Bantu languages in Gabon and neighbouring areas (cf.

Paulian, 1975). It is nevertheless a curious fact that the Nkomi dialect has a right boundary not on
the first stem syllable but on the penult of noun stems (cf. Appendix 1), thus paralleling t h e
behaviour of Bantu languages in Eastern and Southern Africa (cf. Philippson 1992).
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When the word is not final, the right boundary after the stem is much in evidence; cf. below.

HF noun + LL adjective: al&as&a

ambani ‘two oranges’
HF noun + HH adjective: oﬁ&um&a &o!mp&olo ‘a big manioc plant’
HF noun + HF adjective: iﬁ&um&a &K!n&ay^K ‘four manioc plants’

The same patterns would obtain with a trisyllabic LHF nominal stem, e.g.

ndzOﬁ&On&K mbani ‘two hens’, ndzOﬁ&On&K !n&ay^K ‘four hens’, etc.
LH noun + HF adjective: Ngow&a n&a!y^K ‘four bush-pigs’
HH noun + HF adjective: Nk&Em&a n&a!y^K ‘four monkeys’
H noun + HF adjective: aﬁ&a &an&a!y^K ‘four chiefs’
With a HHH stem: nt&oﬁ&ol&o n&a!y^K ‘four peppers’, etc.
These patterns correspond to the following domain shapes (we show Hdomains as they appear before and after vowel elision takes place; in the latter
case, the remaining vowel is always included within the boundaries of the Hdomain to which the elided vowel itself belonged):

al&as(&a) &ambani
oﬁ&um(&a) &o!mp&olo
Ngow&a n&a!y^K
Nk&Em&a n&a!y^K
aﬁ(&a) &an&a!y^K
nt&oﬁ&ol&o n&a!y^K

a§lasaç ambani > a§las açmbani
o§ﬁumaç o§mpoçlo > o§ﬁum oç§mpoçlo
Ngo§wa naç§yiç
§NkEma naç§yiç
a§ﬁa anaç§yiç > a§ﬁ anaç§yiç
§ntoﬁolo naç§yiç

In all these examples (apart from the first, which offers no difficulty) there are
three donor H and two domains; a H tone associates to all syllables of each
domain and two H-domains are separated by a downstep; a final syllable
coinciding with the end of a P-domain bears a falling tone before pause.
The following examples, on the other hand, each exhibit four donor H, but
still two H-domains each

iﬁ&um(&a) &K!n&ay^K
ndzOﬁ&On&K !n&ay^K

i§ﬁumaçi§nayiç > i§ﬁum iç§nayiç
ndzO§ﬁOniç §nayiç

What is striking in these examples is that there are still only two H-domains
and not three as might be supposed, thus: *ndzO§ﬁoniç§naç§yiç, whose
assumed tonal representation would be:

*ndzOﬁ&On&K !n&a!y^K
*ndzOﬁOni nayi
H H H H
11

As mentioned above, vowel elision always takes place between two words, so the examples

below are realised: al&as

&ambani, oﬁ&um &o!mp&olo, iﬁ&um &K!n&ay^K, etc.

We can formulate the algorithms for the formation of H-domains as follows:
a) in a P-domain, the left boundary of the first H-domain is placed to the
left of the first syllable with a H donor in the domain; the right boundary of the
first domain will be placed to the right of the next syllable with a H donor or to
the right of the first stem syllable of the following word12, whichever comes first
(N.B. disyllabic LL and - optionally - LH stems are exceptions to this statement.
b) if one H donor only remains in the P-domain, the final right boundary
of the second H-domain will be placed to the right of the syllable bearing it or to
the right of the radical syllable of the following word whichever comes first
c) if more than one H syllable remains, a left boundary will be placed to the
left of the first one and a right boundary to the right of the following one
b and c apply iteratively13- although we do not have any evidence of a Pdomain including more than 5 H donors (+ a non H first stem syllable).
Examples:
a)
Nk&Em&a mp&olo ‘big monkey’

NkEma mpolo
H

H

§NkEma mpoçlo
ﬁ&o é∫&ElEsE ‘on a head-scarf’
ﬁo e∫ElEsE
H

§ﬁo e∫EçlEsE
Nk&Em&a ‘monkey(s)’
NkEma
H

§NkEma

12

Which can only be a noun or a nominal determiner. Verbs in predicate function never form a

group with any preceding word; relative verb forms do, but always have a H donor on the prefix and
so the first stem syllable is out of reach.
13

If, following the application of these rules, two right boundaries are found immediately

succeeding each other, a left boundary will be inserted to the right of the first one

In this last example, there is no interaction with a following H and so the Hdomain is left unbounded. This indicates that the H-domain is ready to combine
immediately with any following H donor, which will thus provide its right
boundary, as in Nk&Em&a mp&olo above.

Nk&Em&a W&aNg&o ‘small monkey(s)’
NkEma WaNgo
H

§NkEma WaNgo
ﬁ&o Ng&owâ / ﬁ&o Ng&owa ‘on a bush-pig’
ﬁo Ngowa
H

H

§ﬁo Ngowaç / §ﬁo Ngoçwa
These two examples illustrate the exceptions mentioned above, where the
right boundary of the H-domain does not necessarily coincide with the first stem
syllable of the next word.
b)

ndzOﬁ&On&K !mp&olo
ndzOﬁOni mpolo
H H

H

ndzO§ﬁOniç mpoçlo > ndzO§ﬁOniç §mpoçlo
ﬁw &Kl&a!sâ ‘on orange-trees’
ﬁo ilasa
H

HH

§ﬁo ilaçsaç > §ﬁo ilaç§saç

c)
4 H donors :

ndzOﬁ&On&K !n&ay^K ‘four hens’
ndzOﬁOni nayi
H H HH

ndzO§ﬁOniç §nayiç
ﬁw K& l&as !&Klâ ‘on tall orange-trees’
ﬁo ilasa ila
H

HH

H

§ﬁo ilaç§sa ilaç
5 H donors :

ﬁ&o ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K !n&ay^K
ﬁo ndzOﬁOni nayi
H

HH

HH

§ﬁo ndzOç§ﬁOniç §nayiç

ﬁw a& l&a!s &an&a!y^K ‘on four oranges’
ﬁo alasa anayi
H

HH

HH

§ﬁo alaç§sa anaçyiç > §ﬁo alaç§sa anaç§yiç
3.5. Genitive phrases: genitive phrases have a tonal behaviour which differs
somewhat from what we have seen so far. They are of the shape Possessed +
connective + Possessor, the connective consisting in Galwa, as in many other
Bantu languages, of an element -&a, bearing a class prefix agreeing with the class
of the previous nominal (the possessed). This vowel -&a amalgamates with the
prefix vowel of the following nominal; if the latter belongs to classes 8, 9 or 10
(whose prefix is of shape ‚-), the connective vowel is -é.
The tones of the group “connective + possessor” pose no difficulty as regards
the rules we presented in the previous section: the connective element is a H

donor which interacts with any subsequent H to form H-domains, thus (with an
assumed referent in class 9):
y&oﬁâ ‘of a chief’
y&oﬁ&aNg&a ‘of a medicine-man’
y&ot&aNgani ‘of a European’

yéndz&O!ﬁ&On^K ‘of a hen’
whose representations in terms of H-domains would be:

y&oﬁâ
ya oﬁa
H

H

§ya oﬁaç
y&oﬁ&aNg&a
ya oﬁaNga
H

§ya oﬁaNga
y&ot&aNgani
ya otaNgani
H

H

§ya otaçNgani
yéndz&O!ﬁ&On^K
ya ndzOﬁOni
H

HH

§ya ndzOç§ﬁOniç
The few examples we have of such phrases followed by a determiner do not
exhibit any unexpected behaviour; e.g.:
y&ot&a!Ng&an&K wê ‘of which European ?’
which analyses as:

ya otaNgani we
H

H

H

§ya otaçNgani weç > §ya otaç§Ngani weç

On the other hand, nouns in “possessed” position, i.e. standing before the
connective do not seem to interact, as far as H-domains are concerned, with the
connective group; e.g.:
n&aﬁ&o ‘house’ > n&aﬁ&o y&oﬁâ ‘chiefly house, house belonging to /
worthy of a chief’

Nk&Em&a y&ot&aNgani ‘a European’s monkey’
ow&ar&o w&on&ome ‘a man’s boat, i.e. not a woman’s’
whose H donors are located as follows:

naﬁo ya oﬁa
H

H

H

NkEma ya otaNgani
H

H

H

owaro wa onome
H

H

H

In spite of the fact that these phrases all contain 3 H donors, they all form only
o n e H-domain, instead of the expected two ! Their behaviour would tend to
suggest that it is the H of the connective which doesn’t play its domain-forming
role, and the following example seems to confirm this:

n&aﬁ&o y&oﬁ&aNg&a ‘a medicine-man’s house’
naﬁo ya oﬁaNga
H

H

where an open-ended domain is formed on the whole phrase (like in e.g.
W&aNg&o ‘a small house’), instead of the expected *n&aﬁ&o y&oﬁaNga.

n&aﬁ&o

In the case of a further H donor at the beginning of the group, we get:

ﬁ&o n&a!ﬁ&o y&&oﬁâ ‘in a chief’s house’
ﬁ &ow&a!r&o w&on&ome ‘in a man’s boat’, etc.
Here we do find the expected pattern, with two H-domains grouping 2 Hdonors each (cf. 3.3), thus:

ﬁo naﬁo ya oﬁa
H

H

H

H

§ﬁo naçﬁo §ya oﬁaç > §ﬁo naç§ﬁo ya oﬁaç
ﬁo owaro wa onome
H

H

H

H

§ﬁo owaçro §wa onoçme > §ﬁo owaç§ro wa onoçme
So that it is only when the genitive phrase is not preceded by another H that its
behaviour appears anomalous. In cases like n&aﬁ&o y&oﬁâ, ow&ar&o w&on&ome, etc., the
connective seems devoid of any H donor. This behaviour should be stipulated as
an exception14.
3.6. Variability:
We have so far presented tones in Galwa according to realisations which
maximise lexical differentiation (and happen to be etymological as well).
Nevertheless, most tone patterns of nominals exhibit optional variants which
neutralise to a greater or lesser extent these lexical contrasts; namely:
A) disyllabic nominals of the lexical patterns LL, HH or LH can freely alternate
between these three patterns when they are not preceded by another H in the Pdomain. Note that this does not apply to HF stems.
B) trisyllabic nominals of the tonal shapes LLL and HHH can freely alternate
between these two patterns in the same context as A. Note that this does not
apply to LHF stems
C) although (L)HF stems are not much subject to variability, they can
optionally organise the domains in which they are included in different ways.
For instance, we find the following examples:
iﬁ&um &K!n&ay^K M iﬁ&um &Kn&a!y^K ‘four pieces of manioc’

ﬁw &Kl&a!s &Kmbani M ﬁw &Kl&a!s &Kmb&an&K ‘on two orange-trees’
ndzOﬁ&On&K !mp&olo M ndzOﬁ&On&K !mp&ol&o ‘big hen(s)’
In each case, the first variant is the one we introduced earlier. The other
variants would seem to offer the following properties:
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Such divergent tonal behaviour is by no means rare in Bantu languages, at least in Eastern

Bantu. In Shambaa (G 23) for instance, a connective (of whatever class) is always H when preceded
by a nominal ending in a L tone; cf.

muzi w&a &mntu ‘somebody’s homestead’.

But if the preceding

nominal ends in a H, no downstep will intervene between this H and the (H) connective, whereas
the normal realisation in Shambaa -as in Galwa - is for two successive H domains to be demarcated
by a downstep: Wumb&a

y&a &mntu ‘somebody’s house’ (vs. for instance Wumb&a !nt&at&u ‘three

The situation is similar in Remi (F 32). Cf. Philippson, 1992, ch. 5.

houses).

iﬁ&um &Kn&a!y^K
iﬁuma inayi
HH

H H

i§ﬁumaç i§nayiç > i§ﬁuma inaç§yiç
Here, in spite of the fact that we expect the first H-domain to have its right
boundary before the first stem syllable of the adjective - as it has in the “regular”
variant, this boundary is located after the stem syllable in question, as if the noun
were HH instead of HF.

ﬁw&Kl&a!s &Kmb&an&K
ﬁo ilasa imbani
H

HH

§ﬁo ilaçsaç imbani > §ﬁo ilaç§sa imbani
ndzOﬁ&On&K !mp&ol&o
ndzOﬁOni mpolo
H H

H

ndzO§ﬁOniçmpoçlo > ndzO§ﬁOniç§mpolo
In both these examples, the nominal retains its tone pattern, but we are faced
with an irregularity in domain formation: the third H donor should be
demarcated by a right boundary, but it changes it for a left boundary, creating an
open-ended H-domain in the process !
After having taken a quick look at what happens to (L)HF stems, let us come
back to the main lexical tone groups, whose variability is mentioned under B)
and C).
Ngozo mp&ol&o M Ngoz&o mp&olo M Ng&oz&o mp&olo ‘big parrot(s)’

Ngow&a n&a!y^K M Ngowa n&ay^K ‘four bush-pigs’
ﬁ&o n&a!ﬁ&o mb&an&K M ﬁ&o n&aﬁo mbani ‘in two houses’
nt&oﬁ&ol&o mp&olo M ntoﬁolo mp&ol&o ‘big pepper(s)’
∫ElEsE wani M ∫&El&Es&E w&an&K ‘two head-scarves’
In each case, the first variant is the basic one. As can be seen,

Ngozo - whose

etymological tone-pattern is LL - can be realised LH or HH, and so on for the
other nouns. This variability seems to be connected, at least in part, with

pragmatic factors, but a complete analysis would require a knowledge of the
language we do not claim to possess.
These optional variants must be sharply distinguished from the obligatory
neutralisation imposed by certain verb forms (in our corpus the negative present
- including negative forms of the copula - and the negative imperative). Any
object of these verb forms will not undergo the formation of a H-domain,
whatever the number of its lexical H donors; thus:
waﬁole Ngozo ‘don’t buy a parrot/parrots’
waﬁole ndzOﬁOni ‘don’t buy a hen / hens’
erékole ndzOﬁOni ‘he isn’t buying a hen / hens’
erékole ndzOﬁOni mpolo ‘he isn’t buying a big hen / big hens’
wérékole ntoﬁolo mbani ‘they aren’t buying two peppers’
my&azel ompolo ‘I’m not big’
azélé NkEma mpolo ‘there aren’t any big monkeys’
3.7. Tone in verb forms:
Verbal words exhibit patterns which are sometimes identical with those of
simple nominals , but more often differ from the latter. This is understandable i n
view of the fact that a given verb form generally contains more than one H
donor.
3.7.1. Verb stems are not tonally distinctive, but most of them appear in two
alternants “weak” and “strong”. “Weak” alternants have as their initial stem
consonant either a continuant or a non-nasal sonorant; “strong” alternants have
a non continuant obstruent (the continuants f,s,z, the nasal and pre-nasalised
consonants never alternate). We find the following alternating pairs (“weak”
alternants are mentioned first):

∫/p
w/b

r/t
l/d

ﬁ/k
y/J

Morphological verb forms are differentiated according to the alternant they
select: thus the remote past, jussive, hypothetical and imperative select the
“weak” alternant; the present, near past, perfect, future, subjunctive and
infinitive select the “strong” one.
It is interesting that these alternations are also found in noun stem-initial
consonants in one pair of classes, namely gender 11/10a (class 11 does not in any
way differ in either prefix or agreement shapes from classes traditionally
numbered 3 and 14, but is identified - apart from comparison with other Bantu
languages - by its class pairing: whereas class 3 pairs with class 4 and class 14 with

6, class 11 pairs with 10a; we do not question here this traditional class
assignment). Class 10a is so labelled because it takes the very same set of
agreements as class 10 (the plural member of the 9/10 gender), but differs from
the latter in not exhibiting any nasal cluster in C1 position in noun stems
assigned to it (whereas gender 9/10 nouns all have pre-nasalised first stem
consonants, apart from a handful of exceptions, mostly recent loans or a few
kinship terms). What is notable however is that class 10a C1 all belong to the
inventory of “strong” alternants given above, whereas their counterpart in class
11 (singular forms) are “weak”; examples:

ﬁ/k
oﬁembé
oﬁEndO

(11) / ikembé (10a) ‘turtle sp.’;
(11) / ikEndO (10a) ‘journey’

r/t
or&Emb&O (11) / it&Emb&O (10a) ‘river’
or&o∫é (11) / it&o∫é (10a) ‘savanna’
w/b
oweﬁa
owOl&E

(11) /
(11) /

ibeﬁa (10a) ‘shoulder’
ibOl&E (10a) ‘tsetse fly’

y/J
oyémb&o (11) / iJémb&o (10a) ‘song’
oy&an&o (11) / iJ&an&o (10a) ‘kinship’
What is important in this similarity between noun and verb stems is that
there are many deverbative nouns, taking either “weak” or “strong” C1 according
to their class membership, i.e. according to the nature of the class prefix. So for
example the verb radical for ‘marry’ is in Galwa -yomb-/-Jomb- (with weak and
strong alternants as explained before). From this radical can be formed inter alia
the following deverbative stems:
oyombano (3) / iyombano (4) ‘marriage’ (with “weak” alternant)
iJomba (10a - no pairing) ‘marriage’ (with “strong” alternant)
In other words, what appears as conditioning by the class prefix in noun stems
appears as morphological alternation without any such phonological
conditioning in verbs. Blanchon (1991) followed by Gregoire et Rekanga (1994)
has postulated a common origin for the nominal class prefixes of classes 10 et 10a
(whose agreements, we recall, are identical), both with a nasal element, which
remains in class 10 but has been dropped in 10a due to reanalysis, leaving behind
an obstruent (there are no pre-nasalised continuants in Galwa). We will follow
Blanchon here, and we refer the reader to his article for development of his
argument.

If the “strong” alternants in class 10a nouns are to be explained by the former
presence of a nasal segment, then it would seem not unreasonable to explain
such alternants in the infinitive (a verbo-nominal form) in similar terms.
Infinitives in Galwa exhibit the following shapes:
-CV stems: ﬁ&opâ ‘ to give’
-CVCV stems: ﬁ&ok&olâ ‘to buy’
-CVCVCV stems: ﬁ&ok&ol&Kza ‘to sell’
-CVCVCVCV stems: ﬁ&ot&at&amina ‘to tremble’
As mentioned before, all verb stems are alike in their tonal behaviour, for a
given number of syllables. It can be seen that all infinitive stems are preceded by a
prefix ﬁ&o- (most probably identical to the usual locative preposition ﬁ&o - cf. the
use of ‘to’ in English) followed by a “strong” initial stem consonant. Tonally,
there is a H donor on the prefix ﬁ&o and another one on the second (or only) stem
syllable, thus:

ﬁ&opâ
ﬁopa
H H

§ﬁopaç
ﬁ&ok&olâ
ﬁokola
H

H

§ﬁokolaç
ﬁ&ok&ol&Kza
ﬁokoliza
H

H

§ﬁokoliçza
ﬁ&ok&ol&Kzana
ﬁokolizana
H

H

§ﬁokoliçzana
Since the infinitive is a verbo-nominal form it is quite possible that the stem
should be in the shape normal for class 10a nominals, all the more so since as

seen before there are many deverbative stems in just that class, with a meaning
like “action of ...ing”. In this case the presence of the “strong alternant” in the
infinitive would be explained by the same “latent” nasal prefix we postulated for
class 10a.
3.7.2. As mentioned in 3.3 above, verbs do not normally form P-domains with
their objects unless the verbal word ends with an open-ended domain: this is the
case of most relative forms, of the future, of the subjunctive, of the imperative
singular and of some forms of the remote past positive.
3.7.2.1. The imperative singular being relatively unproblematic, we’ll take it as
an example of the way a verb interacts with its object. This in no way differs from
what we found in combinations noun + adjective for instance; examples with
ﬁol&a ‘buy !’15:
ﬁol&e Ng&oz&o ‘buy a parrot / parrots !’
ﬁol&e Ng&owâ ‘buy a bush pig/ bush pigs !’ (also ﬁol&e Ng&owa)16
ﬁol&e Nk&Ema ‘buy a monkey / monkeys !’

ﬁol &al&a!sâ ‘buy oranges !’
ﬁol&e ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K ‘buy a hen / hens !’
ﬁolé ∫&ElEsE ‘buy head-scarves’
ﬁolé nt&oﬁolo ‘buy a pepper / peppers’
The H-domains are easily defined and identical to what we saw earlier (cf.
3.4.2):

ﬁo§le Ngozo
ﬁo§le Ngowaç / ﬁo§le Ngoçwa
ﬁo§le NkEçma
ﬁo§la alaçsaç > ﬁo§la alaç§saç
ﬁo§le ndzOç§ﬁOniç
ﬁo§le ∫EçlEsE
ﬁo§le ntoçﬁolo
In the case of a determiner following the noun, we have:
ﬁolé Ng&ozo mp&ol&o / ﬁolé Ng&o!z&o mp&olo ‘buy a big parrot17’

ﬁolé Ng&o!w&a W&aNg&o / ﬁolé Ng&owa WaNgo ‘buy a small bush pig’
15

The final vowel becomes -e before most nominals of classes 8, 9 and 10, as mentioned above for

the connective under 3.5.
16

Cf. above 3.4.1.

17

A plural interpretation is possible in this and following examples of gender 9/10

ﬁolé Nk&E!m&a mb&an&K18 ‘buy two monkeys’, etc.
3.7.2.2. Remote past
Other verb forms are somewhat more difficult to analyse; we do not propose a
complete study, which would be of monograph length; rather we will focus o n
selected delicate problems, starting with the remote past tense (furthermore we
will ignore for the moment verb forms with a first person singular subject which
appear even more intractable than most; we will argue later that they probably
involve a particular construction).
Leaving aside then first person singular subjects, remote past forms divide
into two groups from the tonal point of view:
- forms with 1st person plural, 2nd person singular and plural and (3rd person)
class 1 subjects exhibit the following tonal shapes whose analysis offer no special
difficulty:
waﬁol&K ‘you bought’; wayEn&K ‘you saw’
zwaﬁol&K ‘we bought’; zwayEn&K ‘we saw’
nwaﬁol&K ‘you people bought’; nwayEn&K ‘you people saw’
aﬁol&K ‘he/she bought’; ayEn&K ‘he/ she saw’

zwawol&an&K ‘we fought’
nwawol&an&K ‘you people fought’
wayandz&Kz&K ‘you made sb. work’
ayandz&Kz&K ‘she made sb. work’
zwawol&an&Kﬁ&K ‘we were fighting’
nwawol&an&Kﬁ&K ‘you people were fighting’
wayandz&Kz&Kﬁ&K ‘you used to make sb. work’
ayandz&Kz&Kﬁ&K ‘he used to make sb. work’
The infinitive of the verbs involved would be (with “strong” alternants,
whereas the remote past has “weak” alternants): ﬁ&ok&olâ ‘to buy’, ﬁ&oÏ&Enâ ‘to see’,
ﬁ&ob&ul&ana ‘to fight’, ﬁ&oJ&andz&Kza ‘to make sb. work’ (N.B. the prefinal -iﬁ- - aﬁ- in other tenses - indicates imperfective aspect).
It is clear that each of the above remote past forms contains only one H donor
located on the second stem syllable, forming in each case an open-ended Hdomain, thus: waﬁo§li, aya§ndzizi, nwawo§laniﬁi, etc. As expected these
18

The variant ﬁolé

Nk&Ema mbani is possible, but felt as odd

forms can enter into P-domains with a following object, according to
mechanisms which should be familiar by now:
wayEn&K &on&ome ‘you saw a man’
ayandz&Kz&Kﬁ&K &Kt&aNgani ‘she used to make Europeans work’

nwaﬁol&K Nk&E!m&a mp&olo ‘you people bought a big monkey’
In terms of domains:

wayEn&K &on&ome
wayEni onome
H

H

wayE§ni onoçme
ayandz&Kz&Kﬁ&K &Kt&aNgani
ayandziziﬁi itaNgani
H

H

aya§ndziziﬁi itaçNgani
nwaﬁol&K Nk&E!m&a mp&olo
nwaﬁoli NkEma mpolo
H

H

H

nwaﬁo§li NkEçma mpoçlo > nwaﬁo§li NkEç§ma mpoçlo
On the other hand, forms whose (3rd person) prefix belongs to all other classes
can optionally have either of two tonal alternants, provided the stem contains
more than two syllables. The first one derives readily from the tonal shapes we
introduced above by adding a H donor on the prefix; since it now contains more
than one H donor, the H-domain on the verb form will not be open-ended and
so the verb will not form a P-domain with its object (cf. above 3.3. and 3.7.2.):
s&aw&ol&aniﬁi ‘they (cl. 10 subject - for instance dogs or monkeys) were
fighting’

w&aﬁ&ol&Kzi ‘they sold’
w&ay&andz&Kzi …it&aNg&an&K ‘they made Europeans work’
I.e.:

§sawolaçniﬁi, §waﬁoliçzi, §wayandziçzi

The other tonal option consists in deleting the second stem syllable H donor;
only one H donor remains in the verb which thus coincides with an open-ended
domain - it will then naturally form a P-domain with its object. This is an option
for stems of three syllables and more, but it is obligatory for disyllabic stems:
s&aw&ol&an&Kﬁ&K ‘they (cl. 10) were fighting’
w&aﬁ&ol&Kz&K ‘they sold’
w&ay&andz&Kz&K &Kt&aNgani ‘they made Europeans work’
w&aﬁ&ol&K ‘they bought’
w&ay&En&K &an&ome ‘they saw men’
The H-domains being:

s&aw&ol&an&&Kﬁ&K
sawolaniﬁi
H

§sawolaniﬁi
w&ay&andz&Kz&K &Kt&aNgani
wayandzizi itaNgani
H

H

§wayandzizi itaçNgani
w&aﬁ&ol&K
waﬁoli
H

§waﬁoli
This second tonal form of the stem is also the one used for relative
constructions which will be dealt with later.
3.7.2.3. The recent past tense:
The tone patterns are easily understandable if we keep in mind the difference
between the two prefix series we saw earlier.
The first series of prefixes does not contain a H donor; we get the following
forms:
wak&olâ ‘you bought’; waJ&Enâ ‘you saw’
zwak&olâ ‘we bought’; zwaJ&Enâ ‘we saw’
nwak&olâ ‘you people bought’; nwaJ&Enâ ‘you people saw’

ak&olâ ‘he/she bought’; aJ&Enâ ‘he/she saw’
zwab&ol&ana ‘we fought’
nwab&ol&ana ‘you people fought’
waJ&andz&Kza ‘you made sb. work’
aJ&andz&Kza ‘he made sb. work’
zwab&ol&anaﬁa ‘we were fighting’
nwab&ol&anaﬁa ‘you people were fighting’
waJ&andz&Kzaﬁa ‘you used to make sb. work’
aJ&andz&Kzaﬁa ‘she used to make sb. work’
These patterns conform readily enough to what we expect of two H donors:
one on the first stem syllable, the second on the next syllable. Analysis:

wak&olâ
wakola
HH

wa§kolaç
zwab&ol&ana
zwabolana
HH

zwa§bolaçna
aJ&andz&Kzaﬁa
aJandzizaﬁa
H

H

a§Jandziçzaﬁa
There is of course no formation of P-domains with following objects:
aJ&andz&Kzaﬁ … it&aNg&an&K ‘she was making Europeans work’

a§Jandziçzaﬁa i§taNgani
The second series of subject prefixes contributes a further H to the forms, which
here again obey the patterns seen previously. Examples:
s&ab&o!l&anaﬁa ‘they (cl. 10) were fighting’

w&ak&o!l&Kza ‘they sold’
w&aJ&a!ndz&Kzaﬁ … it&aNg&an&K ‘they made Europeans work’
which analyse:

s&ab&o!l&anaﬁa
sabolanaﬁa
HHH

§saboçlaçnaﬁa > §saboç§laçnaﬁa
w&ak&o!l&Kza
wakoliza
HHH

§wakoçliçza > §wakoç§liçza
w&aJ&a!ndz&Kzaﬁa
waJandzizaﬁa
HH

H

§waJaçndziçzaﬁa > §waJaç§ndziçzaﬁa
3.7.2.4. The present tense:
For this tense, the second series of prefixes - the one with H donors - does not
offer any difficulty; its pattern is in fact identical to what we have just seen for the
near past. Examples:
séb&o!l&anaﬁa ‘they (cl. 10) always fight’

wék&o!l&Kza ‘they are selling’
wéJ&a!ndz&Kzaﬁ … it&aNg&an&K ‘they are making Europeans work’
As can be seen, the only difference with the recent past resides in the
formative element -e- amalgamated with the prefix; everything else including
the tone pattern is the same.
On the other hand, forms with the first series of prefix - that which does not
contain H donors - exhibit a very curious pattern, paralleled by no other form,
nominal or verbal, that we have seen so far. Examples:
wek&ola ‘you buy’; weJ&Ena ‘you see’
ek&ola ‘she buys’; eJ&Ena ‘he sees’
zweb&olana ‘we’re fighting’

weJ&andziza ‘you’re making sb. work’
nweb&olanaﬁa ‘you people always fight’
This pattern is unexpected in that no mechanism we have seen can associate a
single H donor to a single syllable. According to 3.4.2., one H donor should create
an open-ended domain, so we would expect all the stem syllables to be H. If the
H-domain has a right boundary after the first stem syllable, we should expect a
left boundary somewhere to the left of it. Yet we see no other H donor.
The tone pattern of the prefixes with a H donor seems to imply a right
boundary to the right of the first stem syllable anyway, so it seems reasonable to
postulate a H donor for this syllable. We can see that the segmental shape of the
subject prefixes which included the vowel -a- in all previous examples appears
here as -e-.19 So we could postulate the coalescence of the prefix vowel with
another segment, -i- for instance (although -e- itself would do just as well), i n
accordance with the natural rule a + i > e. If this -i- segment (the present
tense formative) is a H donor, then we could analyse our troublesome forms
thus:

wek&ola
waikola

≥ wekola

HH

HH

wa§ikoçla > we§koçla
We may assume that the desyllabification of the

-i- segment

would leave its

H tone stranded. A similar reasoning could then apply to the forms with H donor
prefixes - with the added complication that in these forms the second stem
syllable is also a H donor20:

wék&o!l&Kza
waikoliza ≥ wekoliza
HH H H

HHH

§wa§ikoçliçza > §wekoç§liçza
19

We may note here that it appears impossible to decide on the basic form of subject prefixes in

Galwa, since these always appear in coalescence with a formative (Tense-Aspect-Mood) vowel,
either

-a- or -e-, with

no justification for considering either of these vowels as more basic. Note

that independent personal pronouns as well as postposed subject markers (on which more below)
exhibit different shapes altogether.
20

Verb forms where the tone on the prefix is echoed on one of the final stem vowels are not rare

in Bantu languages.

Here too the H of

-i-

presumably coalesces with the prefix H as

resyllabification occurs.

3.7.2.5. Perfect
The last tense that we will consider here, the perfect, shows a further type. The
forms with non-H subject prefixes are tonally identical with those of the recent
past:
wak&ol^K ‘you have bought’; waJ&En^K ‘you have seen’
ap&osw^K ‘she has fallen’; ak&End^K ‘he has gone’
zwab&ol&ani ‘we have fought’
On the other hand, forms with H subject prefixes have the following pattern:
W&ab&On^K ‘it (cl. 5 - e.g. a banana) is rotten’
m&ab&On^K ‘they (cl. 6) are rotten’
w&ak&End^K ‘they have gone’
w&ab&ol&ani ‘they have fought’
Both sets of forms, obviously have one H-domain, so two H donors, the last
one being located on the second stem syllable . The question is: where is the first ?
H subject prefix forms would of necessity have it on the prefix, but non-H subject
prefix forms would seem to have it on the first stem syllable. One possibility,
drawing on the analysis we offered for the present tense, would be to assume that
here the -a- formative, coalesced with the subject prefix, is a H donor:

wak&ol^K
waakoli
H

≥

wakoli
H

H

H

wa§akoliç > wa§koliç
m&ab&On^K
maabOni
HH

H

≥

mabOni
H

H

§ma§abOniç > §mabOniç
Of course, it must be admitted that there is no independent evidence for this
analysis !
3.7.2.6. Relative forms

We will not pursue any further this survey of tense forms in Galwa, our aim
not being here to produce a monograph of the language but rather to introduce
some of its most salient tonal characteristics. Nevertheless, we feel compelled to
say a few words about relative constructions. Galwa, like many Bantu languages,
has relative verb forms, which are segmentally similar to main-clause forms but
often differ tonally, in some cases with quite striking effects.
Morphologically, relative verb forms consist of a subject prefix, most often
identical with the subject prefix of independent forms, but with at least one
difference in class 1, which has wa-/we- -(according to tense) for a-/e-; also all
relative prefixes are H donors, so the twofold division of main-clause subject
prefixes does not hold. The (coalesced) formatives are identical to main-clause
verbs, as are the alternants of the first stem consonant.
Relative forms whose head is the subject of the relative verb also have
endings identical to those of verbs of main clauses, but if the antecedent is the
object, the suffix on the relative verb is -&o (i.e. the passive suffix, a relative form
such as “the dog that the man saw” being rendered in Galwa by “the dog that was
seen (by) the man” with the preposition optionally and most frequently left out).
Note that we will not take the head noun into consideration in the following
discussion since it is in the definite form (to be introduced later) in all our
examples.
We will start with the relative of the remote past, which has a most simple
and - surprising - tonal shape. Examples:
...y&anomi my&E ‘(the dog) that bit me’
...y&anomi Ngozo ‘(the dog) that bit a parrot/parrots’
...y&anomi Nk&Em&a ‘... that bit a monkey / monkeys
...w&ayandzizi it&aNg&an&K ‘(the person/people) who made Europeans
work’

...s&ayEni Ngow&a ‘(the dogs) that saw a bush pig/bush pigs’
Recall that main-clause variants of the same sentences would be:
y&an&om&K my^E ‘it bit me’
y&an&om&K Ng&oz&o ‘it bit a parrot/parrots’
y&an&om&K Nk&Ema ‘it bit a monkey / monkeys’
ayandz&Kz&K &Kt&aNgani ‘she made Europeans work’

w&ay&andz&Kzi … it&aNg&an&K / w&ay&andz&Kz&K &Kt&aNgani ‘they

made

Europeans work

s&ay&En&K Ng&owâ / Ng&owa ‘they saw a bush pig’
The tonal behaviour of the relative stems is not problematic here: it simply
corresponds to the variant with no H donor which we saw in 3.7.2.2. to be an
option for forms with H donor prefixes. The differences being that here it seems

to be obligatory and not optional, and that in non-relative forms it only applied
to stems of more than two syllables, whereas this restriction does not obtain here.
Yet there is nothing in this tone pattern to surprise us.
More challenging is the behaviour of the prefixal H. First of all let us dispel
one possible source of misunderstanding: if the head noun of the relative clause
stands immediately before the relative verb it is to be expected that it will form a
P-domain with the latter, since this acts as a determiner; if however the head
noun is otherwise determined (for example ‘the big dog that bit me’, the adjective
will stand between the noun and the relative verb form thus preventing the
formation of a P-domain (let us recall that a P-domain in Galwa can only be
comprised of a noun + o n e determiner, never more - cf. 3.3.). In these
circumstances it is obvious that the relative verb will not be part of any preceding
P-domain but will initiate its own. But in all cases - whether the relative verb
forms a P-domain with its antecedent or not - we see one single H associated to
the prefix syllable (in coalescence, as assumed, with the formative -a-), and
which does not extend to successive syllables. Now this is rather puzzling
because, as seen in the non-relative forms in 3.7.2.2. above, we expect a prefixal H
to associate to all syllables of an otherwise H-less verb.
There is more, and we will find illustrations for this in the passive relative
forms, the ones where the head noun stands for the patient (the agent appears
directly after the verb):

...w&ayEn&o !my^E ‘(the medicine-men)

that I saw / that were seen (by)

me’

...y&anom&o !Nk&E!m&a mp&olo ‘the

dog) that a big monkey bit / that was

bitten (by) a big monkey)

...z&aﬁol&Kzy&o &K!t&aNgani ‘(the

parrots) that Europeans sold / that

were sold (by) Europeans’
What do we find here ? First of all, even in verb forms such as w&ayEn&o and
y&anom&o which are only comprised of one post-radical stem syllable, there must be
two H donors, in order to account for the end-of-domain lowering preceding the
agent (w&ayEn&o !my^E, y&anom&o !Nk&E!m&a..., z&aﬁol&Kzy&o &K!t&aNgani). If we assume
that the -o- passive suffix is added onto the -i- suffix of the remote past (which
seems justified by stems like -ﬁolizyo < -ﬁolizi+o), we can propose the
following analysis of those stems:

-yEn&o
-yEni+o
HH

-yE§ni+oç
-nom&o
nomi+o
HH

-no§mi+oç
-ﬁol&Kzy&o
-ﬁolizi+o
H

H

-ﬁo§lizi+oç
The only assumption we have to make to justify this analysis is that here it is
the variant with a second stem syllable H donor which is selected.
But the most puzzling is now the tonal behaviour of the w h o l e verb form.
Note that in each case the first stem (or radical) syllable is realised on a L phonetic
tone, which means that it stands entirely outside a H-domain, and hence outside
a P-domain, since H-domain boundaries within P-domains are always readjusted
to include syllables which might be left stranded in their midst. We are thus faced
with the very surprising statement that relative subject prefixes are not in t h e
same P-domain as the verb stem ! (Note that although we do not intend to
present a complete analysis of all relative verb forms in Galwa, all tenses exhibit
the same behaviour of the relative prefix which is always followed by either a L
tone or a downstep, e.g. relative recent past (with agent head) y&a!n&om&a !my&E
‘which bit me’ ≠

y&an&o!m&a !my&E ‘it bit me’; present
my^E ‘which I buy’ ≠ yék&o!lô ‘it is being bought’, etc.)

(with patient head)

yé!k&o!l&o

This may seem absurd from the point of view of many Bantu languages, yet
support for this analysis can be found in an entirely independent set of data,
namely verb forms with a first person singular subject which we have kept aside
up to now. First person singular subject prefixes, too, are always demarcated by
either a L or a downstep from the rest of the verbal word. Examples:
present: myé!J&Ena ‘I see’; myé!k&olaﬁa ‘I usually buy’
recent past: my&a!J&Enâ ‘I saw’; my&a!k&ol&aﬁa ‘I used to buy
remote past: my&ayEn&K ‘I saw’; my&aﬁol&Kﬁ&K ‘I used to buy’
perfect: my&a!k&End^K ‘I have gone’; my&a!k&ol^K ‘I have bought’

These forms obviously do not pattern with forms with a H donor prefix; rather
they are reminiscent of forms with L subject prefixes, as we can see by presenting
again some examples with a first person plural prefix :
zweJ&Ena ‘we see’
zwaJ&Enâ ‘we saw (recent)’
zwayEn&K ‘we saw (remote)’
zwaJ&En^K ‘we have seen’
Indeed forms with 1st sg. subjects look very much as if an initial H had been
added to the normal pattern for L subject prefixes, without otherwise disturbing
the latter. The only explanation we see for this behaviour is that the first person
singular subject, instead of being an affix on the verb (like the other subject
markers) is instead the independent pronoun my&E ‘I, me’ (For information the
other independent pronouns are: aw&E ‘you’, ay&E ‘he, she’, azw&E ‘we, us’, anw&E
‘you people’, w&aw&o ‘they, them’). Being an independent pronoun, it behaves as all
subjects in not forming a P-domain with the predicate. But since the verb form
does not have a subject prefix (an anomalous situation all told !) the pronoun
coalesces with the - now verb-initial - formative; thus:

my&E … eJ&Ena > myé!J&Ena
my&E … ayEn&K > my&ayEn&K, etc.
The downstep does not here signify just the end of a H-domain, but the elision
of vowels across P-domain boundaries. (Note that this phenomenon is
independently attested in the very few cases21 where vowel elision occurs in the
same conditions between a nominal subject and a following predicate, e.g.:
omw&ant&ô … eb&Ena > omw&antw é!b&Ena ‘the woman is planting’)
The conclusion to which we are led is surprising, but it seems to account too
well with the facts to be lightly discarded. We’ll observe that although there are
very few examples of verb forms without a subject prefix in Bantu languages,
some languages nevertheless obligatorily use the forms with an independent
subject pronoun as well in the absence of a nominal subject (e.g. Mboshi, for
which see Fontaney 1989); furthermore, temporal relative verb forms in Galwa
(that we won’t deal with here) also have their subject displaced to the right of the
verb form, their place being taken by the conjunction ﬁ&- (most probably sharing a
common origin with the locative preposition ﬁ&o), for instance: ﬁ&ayEni y&E ‘when
he saw’ < ﬁ&o … ayEni y&E (?); so here too we find prefixless verb forms. All i n
21

The reason for the scarce occurrence of such cases is that subjects, being thematised, are

typically definite and, as we’ll see presently, very few definite nouns have a final H.

all, we assume ours to be the best explanation, for the tonal behaviour of both 1st
sg. subjects and relative prefixes.
3.8. Definite nouns:
As mentioned several times above, nouns and adjectives can appear under
two different forms that we call here indefinite and definite. Although there is
certainly more to be said about the matter, we’ll be content here to point out that
by and large, definite forms would tend to be rendered in French (or for that
matter English) by preposing the definite article, whereas indefinite forms would
not be so rendered. In this the contrast between definite and indefinite forms is
strikingly reminiscent of what would be expressed in many other Bantu
languages by the use of the “augment” or “initial vowel”, accompanied more
often than not by tonal change as well. In Galwa there is no segmental augment22
and the only marker of definiteness is tonal. It must be said that the tonology of
the definite differs rather notably from the principles we have established so far.
3.8.1. We will start by examining the patterns of noun stems, as we did for the
indefinite and taking the same nouns as exemplification. We’ll leave out
adjectives for the moment, since they behave quite differently from nouns here:
3.8.1.1. Monosyllabic stems:
oﬁ^a ‘the chief’
mbwâ ‘the dog(s)’
iﬁ^a ‘the forest’
3.8.1.2. Disyllabic stems
Ng&ozo ‘the parrot(s)’
ndz&Oﬁu ‘the elephant(s)
Ng&owa ‘the bush pig(s)’
N&omba ‘the porcupine(s)’
Nk&Ema ‘the monkey(s)’
on&ome ‘the husband’
oﬁ&uma ‘the manioc’
il&asa ‘the orange’

oﬁ&aNga ‘the medicine-man’
iw&umu ‘the abdomen’
aﬁ&ali ‘the oil’
ompénde ‘the leg’
ek&uru ‘the owl’

3.8.1.3.

e∫&ElEsE ‘the head-scarf’
nt&oﬁolo ‘the pepper(s)’
ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K ‘the hen(s)

Ng&obele ‘the pig(s)’
ot&aNgani ‘the European’
i∫&a!l&aNgô ‘the duck’

The most striking feature emerging at first glance from this list is that all
disyllabic stems have neutralised their lexical tones in favour of a HL pattern
22

For possible reasons for this see Blanchon (1991)

which was not exhibited by any indefinite noun. Furthermore, the monosyllabic
stems universally present a falling tone on their only syllable, and only with the
trisyllabic stems is some remnant of distinctiveness to be found in so far as the
LHF stems have turned into H!HF, whereas both LLL and HHH stems have
neutralised to HLL !
If we ignore for a moment the H!HF nouns, we are also faced with a situation
we already experienced with verbs, namely that only one H surfaces whereas the
tonal pattern would suggest two (recall that H-domains have their right
boundary closed only if two H donors are present; otherwise the domain remains
open-ended). The analogy with the role of the augment in other languages might
suggest to us that the marker of definiteness in Galwa is a H donor which isn’t
identified with any segmental morpheme, and would presumably be inserted
just to the left of the stem; thus:

mbwâ
mbwa

≥

HH

mbwa
HH

§mbwaç
oﬁ&aNga
oﬁaNga ≥
H

oﬁaNga
H

o§ﬁaçNga
where the right boundary is provided by the first stem syllable.

Nk&Ema
NkEma

≥ NkEma

H H

H H

§NkEçma

nt&oﬁolo
ntoﬁolo
H H

§ntoçﬁolo
ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K

≥ ntoﬁolo
H H

ndzOﬁOni
H

≥

HH

ndzOﬁOni
H

HH

§ndzOç§ﬁOniç
In all the above examples, the insertion of this H gives good results, entirely
compatible with principles a) to c) in 3.4.2. . Since there is no variability in this
case (compare 3.4.6. above), we might want to assume that the definite tone
pattern always operates on the HH variants of Ngozo and Ngowa. If for the latter
stem, we started with the LH variant, we would have something like:

Ng&owa
Ngowa
H H

≥

Ngowa

≥

Ngowa

H H

H H

§Ngoçwa
Where we would have to stipulate the special delinking of the final lexical H
(and note that we would still not get any pattern like Ng&owâ which is a valid
option when a H donor precedes the noun in its indefinite pattern !). The
selection of the HH variant (thus with a lexical form identical to NkEma) would
remove this difficulty.
Most unfortunately, no such option is available for the stems with a HF
pattern in the indefinite, since we saw that these stems do not seem to have
variants and we should then have to analyse the definite pattern as:

oﬁ&uma
oﬁuma

≥ oﬁuma

H HH

H H H

≥ oﬁuma
H

H

o§ﬁuçma
The above analysis not being satisfactory, we will simplify these tonal
interactions by stipulating only that in the definite the pre-stem H in all cases
associates to the first stem syllable thus forming one H-domain and
simultaneously deleting all subsequent H. This approach has independent merits
as we will see presently and also emphasises the striking fact that all tone patterns
in the definite are neutralised in favour of this typical HL(L) pattern. However,

we will then have to mark stems like

ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K as

exceptions to the deleting

process (much the lesser of two evils, in our opinion). We would thus have

NkEma

≥ NkEma ≥

H H

oﬁuma
H HH

H H

≥

NkEma
H

oﬁuma ≥ oﬁuma
H HH

H

3.8.2. Definite nouns not initial in their P-domains.
The analysis proposed above helps us understand certain complications in the
definite tone pattern of nominals when not initial in their P-domains. Let us see
a few examples:
aﬁol&K mbwa ‘he bought the dog(s)’
aﬁol&K Ngozo ‘he bought the parrot(s)’
aﬁol&K NkEma ‘he bought the monkey(s)’
aﬁol&K &aﬁali ‘he bought the oil’
aﬁol&K &oﬁuma ‘he bought the manioc’
aﬁol&K ntoﬁolo ‘he bought the pepper(s)’
aﬁol&K ∫ElEsE ‘he bought the head-scarves’
but:

aﬁol&K !ndz&Oﬁ&On^K ‘he bought the hen(s)’
As we notice, in all these examples, there is a right domain boundary at the left
of the first stem syllable of the nominal. Recall that when initial in their Pdomains, e.g. after a verb in the present tense -which does not enter into a Pdomain with its object, cf. 3.7.2.4. - these nominals would exhibit the following
tone patterns:
ek&ole … mbwâ ‘he’s buying the dog(s)’
ek&ole … Ng&ozo ‘he’s buying the parrot(s)’
ek&ole … Nk&Ema ‘he’s buying the monkeys’
ek&ol …aﬁ&ali ‘he’s buying the oil’
ek&ol … oﬁ&uma ‘he’s buying the manioc’
ek&ole … nt&oﬁolo ‘he’s buying the pepper(s)’
ek&ole … ∫&ElEsE ‘he buying the head-scarves’

ek&ole … ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K ‘he’s buying the hen(s)’

Since the first H-domain in the

aﬁol&K... forms has its right boundary to

the left

of the first stem syllable of the nominal, it means two H donors must interact: the
first one is of course the one coinciding with the final syllable of the verb; the
other must then be our ‘floating’ definite H (augment). We would thus have
something like:

aﬁol&K &e∫ElEsE ‘he bought the head-scarf’
aﬁoli e∫ElEsE
HH

aﬁo§li eç∫ElEsE
We assume here that the definite H is linked to the prefix. Even in the case
where the definite noun is initial in its P-domain, it is possible to posit that the
definite H links to the prefix before delinking from it and associating to the first
stem syllable. In the case of a nominal without segmental prefix, we will assume
that the H links to an empty pre-stem position:

aﬁol&K ∫ElEsE ‘he bought head-scarves’
aﬁoli ∫ElEsE
x x xx x x x
HH

aﬁo§li ç∫ElEsE
With just two H donors, a H-domain can canonically be formed and the story
ends there. However, in the case of a HH or HF stem, we would normally expect
other H-domains to be formed, giving the unattested utterances:

*aﬁol&K !Nk&Ema
*aﬁoli NkEma
x x xx x x
HH H

*aﬁo§li ç§NkEçma

*aﬁol&K &o!ﬁ&umâ

*aﬁoli oﬁuma
x xx x x x
HHHH

*aﬁo§li oç§ﬁumaç
On the other hand, this is exactly what we find with aﬁol&K

!ndz&Oﬁ&On^K:

aﬁoli ndzOﬁOni
x x xx x x x
HH

HH

aﬁo§li çndzO§ﬁOniç > aﬁo§li ç§ndzOﬁOniç
We thus seem justified in analysing definite forms as having deleted their
stem H tones, the ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K items being exceptional in not undergoing this
deletion.
3.8.3. Genitive phrases
We find the same behaviour of genitive phrases with definite nouns as we
found with indefinite ones. On the part of the possessor noun (the one preceded
by the connective) its behaviour is exactly that of a definite noun preceded by
another H donor (cf. 3.8.2. above). Examples:
y&oﬁa ‘of the chief’
yéNgozo ‘of the hen(s)’
yéNkEma ‘of the monkeys’
y&oﬁuma ‘of the manioc’

yé!ndz&Oﬁ&On^K ‘of the hen(s)’, etc.
This phrase itself integrates into a P-domain with the previous noun; as we
saw (cf. 3.5.) the connective contributes a H, provided it is initial in its domain:
this is necessarily the case here, since the definite H always forms a domain
whose right boundary is to the right of the first stem syllable of the possessed
noun and lexical H tones are deleted - in the exceptional case of ndz&O!ﬁ&on^K, there
are two H-domains on the noun anyway. Examples:

ek&ole … Ng&o!z&o y&oﬁa ‘she is buying the chief’s parrot
ek&ole … nt&o!ﬁ&ol&o y&onome ‘he’s buying the man’s pepper’
ek&ole … ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K !y&oﬁaNga ‘she’s buying the medicine-man’s
hen’

aﬁol&K !Ng&oz&o y&oﬁa ‘he bought the chief’s parrot’

aﬁol&K
aﬁol&K

!nt&oﬁ&ol&o y&onome ‘she bought the man’s pepper’
!ndz&Oﬁ&On&K !y&oﬁaNga ‘he bought the medicine-man’s hen’

Sample analyses:

Ng&o!z&o y&oﬁa
Ngozo ya oﬁa
H

H H

§Ngoçzo §ya oçﬁa > §Ngoç§zo yoçﬁa

ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K !y&oﬁaNga
ndzOﬁOni ya oﬁaNga
H

H H

H H

§ndzOç§ﬁOniç §ya oçﬁaNga > §ndzOç§ﬁOniç §yoçﬁaNga
aﬁol&K !nt&oﬁ&ol&o y&onome
aﬁoli ntoﬁolo ya onome
xx x x x x x
HH

HH

aﬁo§li çntoﬁolo §ya oçnome > aﬁo§li ç§ntoﬁolo
yoçnome
3.8.4. Adjectives with the definite pattern
Contrary to the situation found in the indefinite, where the tones of adjectives
and nouns belonged to the same category, the tone patterns of definite adjectives
are idiosyncratic. One first point must be noted: whereas indefinite disyllabic
adjectives were either LL, HF or HH, with no LH pattern (in contradistinction to
nouns), there are no definite adjectives with the LL pattern. The LL adjectives we
saw above appear in the definite as LH ! Indefinite HH adjectives appear in the
definite as LL (in which they would seem to share the fate of HH nouns) whereas
HF adjectives are apparently not affected (contrary to HF nouns !).
Second, although it appears that definite adjectives, like nouns, are marked by
a pre-stem H, this is firmly linked to the agreement prefix (or to an empty prestem position for vowelless class prefixes) from which it spreads only if it is

followed by another H-donor - a first stem syllable as such is not targeted.
Examples:
Ng&o!z&o mpolo ‘the big parrot’

Ng&o!z&o mb&an^K / Ng&o!zw &Kmb&an^K ‘the two parrots’
∫&E!l&Es&E n&a!y^K ‘the four head-scarves’
Nk&E!m&a W&aNgô ‘the small monkey
The analysis would be as follows:

Ng&o!z&o mpolo
Ngozo mpolo
xx x
H

H

§Ngoçzo çmpolo > §Ngoç§zo çmpolo
This is straightforward from the point of view of the behaviour of definite
noun stems.

Ng&o!zw &Kmb&an^K
Ngozo imbani
H

H

H

§Ngoçzo §imbaniç > §Ngoç§zw imbaniç
We see clearly that the stem

-wani, undoubtedly

LL in the indefinite, appears

here as LH. The only apparent anomaly in domain formation is that the definite
H of the adjective goes to form a domain with the final H of the stem ignoring
the first stem syllable (while we might have supposed a form such as *Ng&o!zw

&Kmb&a!n^K - but recall

that we saw a similar irregularity with LH and LL nominals

in the indefinite pattern, when a previous H could spread to the final syllable, e.g.
aﬁol&K Ng&owâ, aﬁol&K Ng&oz&o).

∫&E!l&Es&E n&a!y^K
∫ElEsE nayi
x xxx x x
H

H HH

§∫EçlEsE § naçyiç > §∫Eç§lEsE naç§yiç

Here there are three H donors on the adjective (the definite H and the two
stem syllables) and the behaviour is as predicted; note that the two “stranded”
final syllables of the noun are gathered into the limits of the next H-domain.

Nk&E!m&a W&aNgô
NkEma WaNgo
x x x
x
H

H

H

§NkEçma §WaNgoç > §NkEç§ma WaNgoç
The same remarks apply here as for

mbani.

It is more difficult to draw conclusions from the behaviour of

ndz&O!ﬁ&On^K-type

nominals, since they represent the only possible configuration where the initial
tone of the adjective coalesces with a final nominal H (since the lexical H tones of
all other nouns get deleted). The expected downstep between the final syllable of
the noun and a following syllable (attested in all other contexts) is not present.
This is of course impossible to evidence with adjectives like mpolo, who are
devoid of any following H in the definite, but appears clearly with the other two
categories. Examples:

ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K mpolo ‘the big hen(s)
ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K mb&an^K ‘the two hens’
ndz&O!ﬁ&On&K n&a!y^K ‘the four hens’
As a matter of fact, the last two examples, at least, could just as well be
transcribed ndz&O!ﬁ&On &Kmb&an^K, ndz&O!ﬁ&On &Kn&a!y^K, since adjectives in class 10 are
normally preceded by an “augment” &K-. Assuming the domain analysis to be
§ndzOç§ﬁOniç§imbaniç, §ndzOç§ﬁOniç§inaç§yiç, a downstep should be
expected between the final -i of the nominal and the i- of the adjective. As
there is coalescence of the two vowels, the H-domain boundary is perhaps
deleted23 (although one might just as well expect it to be shifted to the right...).
3.9. To round up this presentation of tone in Galwa, let us give a general
survey of P-domains in their relation to syntactic phrases.
3.9.1. The following are members of the same P-domain:
23

The same reasoning would apply if any other vowels were involved (amp&a!l&aNgw

‘the two ducks’) since resyllabification takes place in all cases.

&amb&an^K

- noun + (qualifying and numeral) adjective phrases, both in the indefinite
and the definite, as seen above
- noun + genitive phrases, both indefinite and definite
- prepositional phrases, both indefinite and definite
- noun (always indefinite) + interrogative -é ‘which?’ or ndé ‘what kind of’
- noun + possessive, both definite and indefinite, e.g.

ompéndé w&ami ‘one

ompé!ndé w&ami ‘my leg’,

of my legs, a leg of mine...’ (seem to operate on the same

tonal principles as genitive phrases)
- noun + noun phrases, both definite and indefinite: we found this with
numeral stems from five upwards, which are not rendered by adjectival stems;
e.g. Ngoz orw&aﬁ&Enô ‘seven parrots’, iNg&o!z &orw&a!ﬁ&Enô ‘the seven parrots’
- noun + relative pronoun (always definite) - but as we saw above, the rest of
the verb form is not included; e.g. iN&o!mb&a s&aﬁomb&Kzw &Kmbwa ‘the porcupines
that were chased by the dogs / that the dogs chased’ (perhaps more properly

iN&o!mb&a s&a … aﬁomb&Kzw... ?)
- verb + first complement noun, provided the verb terminates with an openended H-domain
3.9.2. Never members of the same P-domain
- noun (always definite) + demonstrative; e.g. on&ome … w&Kn&O ‘this man’,
ez&OmbOlO … z&On&O ‘that broom’, Ng&owa … y&On&O ‘that bush pig’
- noun (always definite) + quantifier -&od^u ‘all’; e.g. int&oﬁolo … s&odû ‘all the
peppers’, ak&OndO … m&odû ‘all the bananas’

an&ome … wéb&E!nâ ‘the men are
omw&a!nt&o !w&oﬁaNga … w&On&O … !r … &o!l&a < ...erê … ol&a ‘that

- subject (normally definite) + predicate; e.g.
sowing’,

medicine-man’s wife is tall’
- determiner + determiner; e.g.

iNg&o!z&o nts&aro … s&On&O …s&ak&End^K ‘those

three parrots have gone’
On the other hand, if two genitive phrases are connected, each having as its
head the previous nominal, one P-domain can be formed; e.g.

int&o!ﬁ&ol&o s&a!n&omé w&anto ‘the peppers of the women’s husbands’
In conclusion, it can be appreciated that tone in Galwa does indeed offer many
obstacles to generalisations. Although Galwa shares with many neighbouring
(and also more remote) Bantu languages the neutralisation of the Common
Bantu *HH / *HL contrast, it seems to be moving towards a drastic reduction i n
lexical tonal distinctiveness, as well as a tendency to make the pitch profiles of its
utterances coincide with pragmatic factors (as an example, our Galwa consultant

felt that the realisation Ngow&a mp&olo ‘big bushpig(s)’, with etymological LH
tones, was rather neutral whereas Ngowa mp&ol&o with a LL pattern on the noun,
put more emphasis on the adjective). The almost complete neutralisation of the
definite nominal patterns would of course have to be understood in the same
context. The ultimate point of evolution would then be a purely accentual
system, with no trace of lexical distinctiveness (the Mpongwe tonal system,
briefly presented in Appendix 2 below seems already to be at a further stage i n
that direction). This course of evolution is certainly not unexpected in Bantu,
considering that many languages from all over the Bantu area show signs of a
similar tendency.
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Appendix 1
Tone in Nkomi (B 11e)
Among Myene dialects, we also investigated, more briefly, the Nkomi and
Mpongwe dialects. Mpongwe tone is succinctly introduced in Appendix 2. As for
Nkomi, it differs from Galwa in two main ways.
The most striking - indeed amazing - difference is the following: whereas
Galwa algorithms of domain formation target as the right boundary of a domain
(apart from a second H donor, cf. above 3.4.1.) the first stem syllable of the
following word, in Nkomi the syllable selected is the penult24. We consider this
fact amazing, since in all neighbouring languages in zones B (groups B 30, B 40,
etc.) as well as in more remote languages such as B 70 (cf. for example Paulian,
1975 for Kukuya B 77) the first stem syllable is universally targeted as limit for Hdomains. Of course, the penult is the normal target for practically all Eastern
Bantu languages (cf. Philippson 1992 pp. 478 ff).
We thus get the following forms:
aﬁol&K Ng&oz&o ‘he bought a parrot / parrots’
aﬁol&K Ng&owa25 ‘she bought a bush pig / bush pigs’
aﬁol&K Nk&Ema ‘he bought a monkey / monkeys’
aﬁol&K nt&oﬁolo ‘she bought a pepper / peppers/
These realisations hold nothing surprising for us - we even notice the
spreading to the final syllable that we already know to be characteristic of LL
stems in such circumstances. Now observe the following forms:
aﬁol&K é∫&El&EsE ‘he bought a head-scarf’
aﬁol&K ∫&El&EsE ‘she bought head-scarves’
ayEn&K és&Os&ONg&OlO ‘he saw a swallow (contrast Galwa ayEn&K
és&OsONgOlO).
The second difference is also fairly striking: Nkomi does not exhibit any -HF
pattern, either in nominals, or verbals, or indeed in phrases; instead we find
either -HL or -HH, according to context, namely -HL before pause or following H,
-HH before following L:
- nominals
ndZOﬁ&Oni ‘hen(s)’ (cf. Galwa ndzOﬁ&On^K)
oNw&anto ‘woman’ (Galwa omw&antô)
-n&ayi ‘four’ (Galwa -n&ay^K)
24

Which is also much lengthened pre-pausally, and more slightly elsewhere.

25

Everytime a H tone is located pre-pausally on a penult, it has a strong tendency to be realised

as falling. We don’t indicate this fall, which we hold not to be significant.

al&asa ‘oranges’ (Galwa al&asâ)
al&as &amaNgo ‘small oranges’ (Galwa id.)
al&as amp&olo ‘big oranges’ (Galwa al&as &a!mp&olo)
- verb forms

s&ak&Endi ‘they (cl. 10) have gone’ (Galwa s&ak&End^K)
w&ap&oswi ‘they have fallen’ (Galwa w&ap&osw^K)
ak&olé … Ngozo ‘he bought a parrot / parrots’ (Galwa id.)
ak&ole … Nk&Em&a ‘she bought a monkey / monkeys’ (Galwa ak&olé …
!Nk&Em&a)
-phrases

Ngozo
Nk&Em&a
iﬁONg
Nk&Em&a

nd&a ‘a tall parrot’ (Galwa id.)
nda ‘a tall monkey’ (Galwa Nk&Em&a ndâ)
&Kla ‘a long spear’ (Galwa iﬁONg &Klâ < iﬁONg&a + il&a)
nde ‘which monkey ?’ (Galwa Nk&Em&a ndê)

In spite of these surface realisations, it shouldn’t be assumed that there are
fewer H donors in Nkomi. Indeed, the following show that it couldn’t be so:

ndZOﬁ&Oni mp&olo ‘big hen(s)’ (Galwa ndzOﬁ&On&K !mp&olo)
compare with:

nt&oﬁ&ol&o mp&olo ‘big pepper(s)
Ngow&a mp&olo ‘big bush pig(s)
and contrast:

Ngozo mp&ol&o ‘big parrot(s)
∫ElEsE ∫&ol&o ‘big head-scarves’
These last examples show that when no H tone precedes, the adjective has its
lexical HH pattern. Since it is realised HL after ndZOﬁ&Oni, just as it is with the
HHH stem nt&oﬁ&ol&o or the LH Ngow&a, there must be a second H donor in Nkomi
-HL stems. Compared with Galwa, the principles of domain formation are
probably identical, the only difference being that a domain H does not associate to
(or preferably disassociates from ?) the syllable situated just to the left of the right
domain boundary if this is at the same time word final, thus:

ndZOﬁ&Oni mp&olo
ndZOﬁOni mpolo ≥ ndZOﬁOni mpolo
HH

H

H H

≥ ndZOﬁOni mpolo

H

HH

ndZO§ﬁOniç mpoçlo > ndZO§ﬁOniç §mpoçlo
Otherwise, Nkomi tonology is not much different from what we saw i n
Galwa. In particular, H-domains in the definite mode are organised like i n

Galwa, with neutralisation of tone patterns (apart from nominals of the
ndZOﬁ&Oni type) and the definite H anchoring to the first stem syllable (not the
penult !). Contrast:

aﬁol&K ∫&El&EsE ‘he bought head-scarves’ [indefinite]
ek&ole … ∫&ElEsE ‘he’s buying the head-scarves’ [definite]

Appendix 2
Tone in Mpongwe (B 11a)
Although our Mpongwe data aren’t as complete as we might wish, a few
statements can be made on the relationship of the tonal system to that of the
other two dialects.
First, distinctiveness is much reduced for disyllabic nominal stems. LL and LH
tone patterns of the other dialects have apparently entirely collapsed into a LH
pattern. The HH pattern is still distinct, but is optionally (and frequently in some
contexts) reduced to LH as well. On the other hand the HF pattern is kept distinct.
Examples:
g&Kga26 … ré …sindZOg&u ‘in the forest, there are elephants’
g&Kga … ré … siNgow&a ‘in the forest there are bush pigs’
g&Kga … ré … siNk&E4w&a ‘in the forest, there are monkeys’
og&u4w^a ‘manioc’
ak&olé … Ngoz&o ‘he bought a parrot’
ak&olé … Nk&E4w&a ‘he bought a monkey’
But

ak&olé … Ngoz&o W&aNg&o ‘he bought a small parrot’
ak&olé … NkE4w&a W&aNg&o / !Nk&E4w&a W&aNg&o ‘he

bought a small

monkey’

ak&olé … Ngoz&o mp&olo ‘he bought a big monkey’
ak&olé … !Nk&E4w&a mp&olo / NkE4w&a mp&olo ‘he bought a big monkey’
n&ag&o ‘house’; ogEnd&a ‘guest > nag&o y&og&Endâ ‘guest-room’
Principles for domain formation appear similar to Galwa. However verbs i n
the remote past, although apparently identical to their Galwa and Nkomi
counterparts, do not enter into P-domains with their objects:
ayEn&K … ndZOg&u mp&olo … g&Kga ‘he saw a big elephant in the forest’

ndz&O!ﬁ&u mp&olo … ﬁ&Kﬁa)
w&ag&ol&K … ntog&ol&o mbyâ ‘they bought good pepper’ (Galwa w&aﬁ&ol&K
nt&o!ﬁ&ol&o mbyâ)

(Galwa ayEn&K

26

The voiced velar obstruent is most frequently realised as a stop, although our consultant

occasionally used the fricative.

